ON THE MOVE
The team completed
an important
decommissioning
milestone in May
when the Unit 1
reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) left
San Onofre for final
disposal.
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SEEN AND UNSEEN

SONGS
Unit 1 RPV sits on a Schnabel car, a
Decommissioning
specialized railroad freight car, prior to
Solutions (SDS)
leaving SONGS
contracted with a
specialized heavy lift and transport company to
safely move the 770-ton RPV from its storage
location on-site to the nearby rail line. How heavy
is the load? For comparison, the RPV weighs more
than six Boeing 757s.

That will be the nature of the deconstruction
work taking place at San Onofre over the next
eight years. Some of the projects we undertake
will be highly visible to those in the area
while others, particularly the early projects,
are taking place inside the structures on-site,
such as the containment domes. The domes
contain many components, which will need
to be removed before the domes themselves
are eventually torn down. In preparation for
that work, we removed more than 300 tons of
asbestos-containing material, which has been
safely shipped off-site to an appropriate waste
repository.

Good coordination and teamwork resulted in this
achievement. The RPV was first moved to a
staging location at the rail spur near the north
entry gate. Upgrades to this spur were previously
completed to support the weight, length and
size of the rail car and RPV. Traffic patterns near
SONGS were temporarily changed to allow the RPV
to be transferred to a custom-built, 173-foot long
Schnabel rail car for its final journey to Clive, Utah.

Biologist monitors RPV transfer work

5000 Pacific Coast Highway
San Clemente, CA 92674

During the transfer of the RPV onto the Schnabel
car, SDS biologists monitored construction
activities and noise levels to ensure wildlife
adjacent to the access road and rail spur were
not disturbed. In addition to the on-site efforts,
extensive planning along the route was needed
for the RPV to reach its destination. We’ll provide
another update next quarter.
We continue to perform all the work on site,
including spent nuclear fuel transfer operations,
under our COVID-19 pandemic guidelines to
ensure the health and welfare of our employees.
Please let us know if you have questions about
decommissioning. Visit SONGSCommunity.com
for more information and to contact us directly.
Thank you for your interest in the
decommissioning of SONGS.
Doug Bauder
Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Southern California Edison

DECONSTRUCTION
A C TI V I T Y

Reactor Pressure Vessel Ready To Go

All deconstruction activity will take place at the
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station

WORK
ACTIVITY

North and East
plant site (A)

Railroad spur
area (B)

WORK PERFORMED
Q2 2020
• Temporary office trailer
delivery and assembly
• Installed utilities for trailers
• Continued material delivery
and staging

WORK AHEAD
Q3 2020
• Potential delivery of
additional trailers
(depending on COVID
protocol)
• Relocation of workers to
new office trailers
• Continue material delivery
and staging

• Completed upgrade of railroad
spur
• Installed temporary traffic
and beach access rerouting
• Work completed; no
measures; subsequently
additional work in this
returned access roads to
area
original configuration
• Removed Unit 1 reactor
pressure vessel from site via
rail and shipped off-site

U2 & U3
containment
buildings
(inside the
domes)
and nearby
buildings (C)

• Continued removal of
asbestos
• Continued preparatory
activities for installation of
containment buildings access
openings

• Continue removal of
asbestos
• Continue preparatory
activities for containment
buildings access
• Preparation for large
component removal

Site-wide

• Continued site assessment
work

• Continue site assessment
work
• Waste and debris removal

Schedule is subject to change
In addition to those activities listed above, material deliveries and waste
shipments will continue throughout the deconstruction period.
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To contact our deconstruction liaison,
call 800-681-6868 or email us at
SONGSdecomm@sce.com

